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Interview activity 
 
We had yesterday created and selected these were the questions: 
 

SURVEY ( STREET INTERVIEWS) 
Group name Unique L.I.M. Mirror 

Job 
opportunities 

What kind of effects    
oes the EU have on     
b opp.? 

id you feel any    
fferences in your   

alary? If yes, what? 

ow do you feel about     
ob opportunities after   
oining European  
nion? How easy is it     

o find a job    
owadays? 

Education What projects do   
ou have in   
chool/uni, that are   
upported by the   
U? 

What differences do   
ou see in your    
ducation system  
ompared to  
owadays? 

Would you prefer   
udying in Latvia or in     
ther EU country? 

Travel 
  

What kind of effects    
oes the EU have on     
aveling? 

o you think you have     
ore opportunities  
avelling now than   
efore? 

ame 3 things that    
ou think are better    
hen it comes to    
avel in the European    
nion 

rade (services) oes the EU have    
ffects on the food in     
arkets? 
o they have to    
rovide additional  
formation? 
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Currency 
system 

o you have any    
roblems with the new    
urrency and what   
nd of problems? 

ow did you feel    
hen you found out    

hat the euro was    
oing to be   
troduced in your   

ountry? 

the euro better than    
ts, why? 

Healthcare ave you ever   
eeded to use   
ealthcare in another   
U country? If Yes,    
hort description. 

Legal system 
(law) 

which way do you     
el safer by belonging    
 UE? 

other o you have problems    
lking to or interacting    
ith people from other    
ountries and what   
nd of? 

What do you like the     
ost about the EU? 

id entering EU bring    
ore advantages or   
sadvantages to  

ou? One example   
ease? 

ame 3 things that you     
onsider better about   
U? 

  
A summary of the question was: 
 

1. How do you feel about job opportunities after joining European Union?           
How easy is it to find a job nowadays? 

2. What projects do  you have in school/uni, that are supported by the EU? 
3. Name 3 things that you think are better when it comes to travel in the               

European Union 
4. How did you feel when you found out that the euro was going to be               

introduced in your country? 
5. Have you ever needed to use healthcare in another EU country? If Yes,             

short description. 
6. Did entering EU bring more advantages or disadvantages to you? One           

example please?  



Write your conclusions for each of the questions below this line: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
1.-How do you feel about job opportunities after joining European Union? How            
easy is it to find a job nowadays? 
Opportunity to go to another EU country and get a job more easily. 
-10 of 12 people said it was very easy to get a job. 
-Some people said that they didn’t know how to answer because they were too young or                
too old. 
-The salary is better now but some prefer going to another countries to work. 
 
We agree with some answer but in some countries is more difficult to have a job and                 
they need to go to another countries. 
 
 
2.-What projects do  you have in school/uni, that are supported by the EU? 
1.5 of 17 persons we Interviewed have/had an Erasmus+ Projects and presentations            
about Erasmus+ in their schools /Unis. 
2. But Lots of People like 9 of 17 have No Projects in Latvia‘s school/Uni or anything                 
about and around the Europe Union . 
3.Some of the asked persons had Or have French projects about the EU 
4.Modernisation of universities with the Topic Europe 
5. especially Development for Teachers to learn more about the eu 
6. Discussions about the diffrences between the EU Students and the Lativans in 2004.              
Also Discussions in regular about the EU. 
 
3.-Things that you think are better when it comes to travel in the European Union 
-Safer 
-Don’t need visa 
-Don’t need to exchange money 
-Roaming (we can use our phones everywhere) 
-Easier to communicate 
-It”s easier, faster and cheaper  
-The health card 
-People feel they are apart of something special, they feel closer to the other people. 
 
In our opinion we are agree with all the answers, because all things listed are something                
that have improved and facilitated travel after joining the European Union. 



With this trip to Latvia it was possible to realize that many of these things are true and                  
very important. 
 
4.-How did you feel when you found out that the euro was going to be introduced                
in your country? 
 
All in all we have interviewed 17 people.  
76% liked the introduction of the Euro, 18% don't like the introduction of the Euro and                
4% even dont care about the introduction. 
The main reasons for the people who like the Euro are that it's easier to travel and to                  
trade. 
And the reasons for the people who don't like the Euro are that the currency isn't                
anymore special and things getting more expensive. 
 
5.-Have you ever needed to use healthcare in another EU country? If Yes, short              
description. 
Most people didn’t have the chance to try the healthcare system in EU, but those who                
asked think that it works pretty well. People who lived on the borders (Estonia/ Latvia               
e.g) look for the closest healthcare and they are happy. The other person who we               
asked, said that it’s good because she didn’t paid for the hospital bills like all the                
citizens.  
Although we haven’t tried yet, with all the answers we’ve got, we think that this card is a                  
good option that represents the facilities of the community of EU. 
 
6.-Did entering EU bring more advantages or disadvantages to you? One example            
please?  
 
There were many opinions, for each different person. However, there were more            
advantages, like: 

1. Safety; 
2. Economical boost; 
3. Open borders, connection; 
4. Eurozone; 
5. Fonds, financial support.  

But there were few disadvantages: 
1. Lower income; 
2. Immigration; 
3. Anymore don’t have so much control on their countries (economy, politics) ; 



4. EU needs to give more information about new laws and rules.More           
advertisement about their decisions.  

 
Our opinion:  
We believe that EU brings more advantages to Latvia, other EU countries and our              
whole community.  
 


